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Abstract. Driven by complex and dynamic business process requirements, 
there has been an increasing demand for business process reuse to improve 
modeling efficiency. Process specialization is an effective reuse method that 
can be used to customize and extend base process models to spec ialized 
models. In the recent years, artifact·centric business process modeling has 
emerged as it supports a more flexible process structure compared with 
traditional activil)'~centric process models. Although, process specialization has 
been stud ied for the traditional models by treating a process as a single object, 
the specialization of artifact-centric processes that consist of multiple 
interacting artifacts has not been studied. Inheriting interactions among artifacts 
for specialized processes and ensuring the consistency of the processes are 
challenging, To address these issues, we propose a novel framework for process 
specialization comprising artifact-centric process models, methods to define a 
specializcd process model based on an existing process model, and the behavior 
consistency between the specialized model and its base model. 

1. In trod uction 

Complex business process requirements from different customer needs, government 
regulations, outsourcing partners, etc., result in frequent changes and revision to 
business processes. Therefore, reusability of business processes is highly sought after 
to improve process modeling efficiency. In this background, organizations strive for a 
more efficient and systematic approach to flexibly define and extend their business 
processes. Business process reuse aims to support on-demand customization and 
extension of existing business processes by establishing a modular and a repository of 
process components [18]. Business process specialization is deemed as one of main 
mechanisms that can be used to construct a specific business process by extending a 
generic reference process model. With specializations, processes can be reported at 
different levels of generality, and can be compared across the specializations [19], 

Current activity-centric modeling approaches focus on the conformation of tasks 
and the control-flows among tasks according to specific logics. Intuitively. 
constructing processes with sequenced activities leads to highly-cohesive and tightly
coupled process structures; therefore, process componentization and extension are 
difficult to be achieved in a natural way [17]. In recent years, artifact-centric 



approaches to business process modeling have emerged and been widely studied [1 ,2, 
3,7, 11, 13 , 16, 17, 19]. These approaches naturally lend themselves well to both 
object-orientation and service-orientation design principles, as they focus on the 
design of both business artifacts involved in a process and services performing 
operations on such arti facts. Owning to the object-oriented nature, the artifact-centric 
models support higher level of flexibil ity, extensibility, and reusabi lity. 

The existing approaches for the specialization of business processes treat a process 
as a single object [8, 9, 10]; hence, traditional object specialization techniques in 
object-oriented analysis and design can be applied (e.g. , from [4]). For artifact-centric 
processes, specializations should not only apply on each individual artifact but also on 
their interactions. Some works have initiated the study of object lifecycles and their 
interactions within (or between) business processes in various areas, e.g. , process 
adaptation and dynamic changes [20], design compliance [6, 13], confonmance 
checking [16], and contract for inter-org processes [1 2]. However, a specialization 
mechanism that takes into account the interactions of objects and the guarantee of 
behavior consistency between a specialized process and its base process brings in 
technical challenges and requires further study. To address these challenges, we 
propose a novel framework for behavior-consistent process special ization that 
consists of artifact-centric process model, methods to define a specialized process 
model based on an exist ing model, and the behavior consistency between the 
specialized model and its base model. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an artifact
centric process model and an approach to process specialization . Section 3 discusses 
the behavioral properties and the consistency between a specialized model and its 
base model. Section 4 reviews and discusses related works. Finally, the conclusion 
and future work are given in Section 5. 

2. Specialization of Artifact-Centric Business Process Model 

To begin with, we briefly introduce an artifact-centric business process model (ACP 
mode!) (e.g., in [2, 3]). The ACP model constitutes of three sets: artifact ciasses, 
services, and business rules. An artifact class (or artifact if the context is clear), 
containing its relevant attributes and states, is a key business entity involved in 
business processes. A service is a task that performs read/write operations on some 
artifact(s). A business rule is defined in a Condition-Action style to associate 
service(s) with artifact(s). It describes on what pre-condition a particular service is 
invoked, and what post-condition that the effect (after performing such service) must 
satisfy. We can say that a (complete) set of business ru les defined in a process model 
specifies the control logic of the whole process from its beginning to its end . Now, we 
use two simplified product ordering processes to illustrate and motivate the artifact
centric process specialization, as shown in Fig. I. 

Fig. 1. Generic ordering process with its two specializations 



The example depicts a generic ordering process model with its two possible 
specialized process models: Online and Offline ordering processes. The former offers 
a service to only reta il customers on the web, while the latter accepts both retail and 
wholesale customers. The Online ordering process has each artifact specializes its 
base artifact in the ordering process, e.g., Web PO specializes Purchase Order. Not 
only the internal behavior of Web PO is specialized, but it is possible that some 
synchronization between Web PO and the other artifact(s) may also need to be 
modified due to the specialization. Now, consider the Quote artifact that is added into 
the Offline ordering process. Extending this artifact, of course, requires some 
synchronization with the other artifact(s), e.g., Offline PO. Next, Section 2.1 explains 
more details about how to define an ACP model and Section 2.2 introduces our 
approach to define a specialized ACP model based on an existing ACP model. 

2,1 Syntax of ACP model 

First, we begin with the definitions of an artifact. An artifact schema Z ~ {C" C2 .. . , 

Cx} is a finite set of artifact classes. Each artifact CiEZ (I:5iSX) can be defined as a 
tuple (A, sinit, S, Sf) where set A ~ {ab a2, ... , ay }, and each aJEA(I~S;y) is a 
name-value pair attribute; set S = { Sl' S2 • .. . , sz ) contains the possible states of the 
instances of class Ci ; sinit is the initial state, and Sf ~ S is a set of final states. For 
example in Fig. I, the Purchase Order (PO) artifact can be defined as ({OrderID, 
Supp/ierID, GrandTotaJ, Submi/Date, CompleteDate), init, {created, confirmed, 
canceled, ready to ship, dispatched, billed, closed), {closed, canceled)), and the 
Shipping Order (SO) artifact can be defined as ({ShippingID, OrderLD, SubmitDate, 
ShipDate, CampleteDate), init, {scheduled, in transit, arrived, completed), 
{completed}). Next, we define a business nde to capture the processing control logic 
(in a Precondition-Action-Postcondilion style). A business rule, denoted as r, is a 
tuple (A., /J. v) where A. and fJ are a pre-condition and post-condition, respectively; v is 
a service that performs read/update operations on the attributes and the processing 
states of some artifacts in schema Z. In this paper, we restrict both pre- and post
conditions to be expressed by a conjunctive normal fonn (CNF). This form contains 
two types of proposition over schema Z: (I) state proposition (the instate predicate) 
and (2) al/ribute proposition (the defined and scalar comparison operators). We write 
defined(C, a) if attribute aECA of arti fact of class C has a value; and instate(C, s) if 
state SECS of artifact of class C is active. Table I shows an example (incomplete) set 
of business rules that are used in our generic ordering process. 

Table 1. Example of business rules 

T : Buver confirms P:uc/lIJJ'e Order po to the selected Suppiter 
Pre-condition inslate(po. sent to supplier) 1\ defined(po. OrderlD) 1\ dejined(poSupp/ierlD) 

Task confirmPO(po) 
Post-condition instale(po. confirmed) 1\ de med(po.SllbmiIDale) 

T : SunDllcr creates Sh,om/l$! Order oW for Purchase Order so 
Prc-condition instate(po. confirmed) 1\ dejined(po.SllpplierlD) 1\ instate(so. init) 

Task crcateSO(po. so) 
Post-condition instate(po. ready_lo_ship) 1\ inslate(so. scheduled) I\. dejined(so.ShippinglD) 1\ 

defined(so.Ol'derlD)-



Definition 1: (Artifact-Centric Process Model or ACP model). An ACP model, 
denoted as n, is a tuple (2, V, R), where Z is an artifact schema, V is a set of services, 
and R is a set of business rules over Z. 

We also define two auxiliary functions over business rules R and artifact schema 
Z of n in which they are used in later sections. Function pre_seT, C) returns a set of 
states {s" s" ... , sxl where business rule r E Z and state s, E C. S(1 ::; i ::; x) is 
defined in the instate predicate of the pre-condition of r. Correspondingly. function 
pre_ser, C) returns a set of states of artifact C appearing in the post-condition ofr. 

2.2 Approach to artifact-centric business process specialization 

Intuitively. we can adopt a single object specialization in the traditional object
oriented (00) approaches (e.g., [4, 8-10)) for an individual artifact class in our model. 
Apart from the specialization of artifacts in a process, we investigate the 
specialization of their interactions. In the design and modeling phase, we propose that 
the specialization of ACP models can be achieved by three construction methods: 
artifact refinement, artifact extension, and artifact reduction. 

Artifact refinement. Process modelers decide to inherit an artifact from a base 
model by refining (adding/modifying) some corresponding business rules and 
states to the specialized model. The pre-condition and post-condition of a 
modified rule may have a state of the supertype refined into new state(s) in the 
subtype. Note that the refinement can be perfonned on a single business rule that 
is used to synchronize two or more artifacts. 
Artifact extension. Process modelers decide whether there is a need of any 
additional artifact for the specialized. Adding new artifacts to a process implies 
that the process requires not only new business rules (of such artifact) but also 
synchronization rules (called sync rules) between the new artifact and existing 
artifactCs). 
Artifact reduction. Process modelers delete an entire artifact in the specialized 
process. The removal of an artifact should have a propagated effect on the 
behavior of other artifact(s) that it synchronizes with. 

Fig. 2. Example of ACP specializat ion 

Fig. 2 shows an example of specialized OjJline ordering process and its base 
ordering process. The dash line linked between transitions of different artifacts 
indicates the synchronization (by means of using .lync rules) between such artifacts. 



The shaded artifacts represent extended artifacts. Similarly, for an existing artifact, a 
set of gray-shaded states and their corresponding transitions represents the refinement 
of its base artifact. In Fig. 2 (b), Offline PO is specialized by applying artifact 
extension (Quote, Picking List, and Shipping List are added with additional sync 
rules) and artifact refinement (the created state and the transition from the confirmed 
state to ready to ship state are refined with more details). Similarly, Offline invoice is 
specialized by applying artifact refinement on the transition from the issued state to 
the cleared state. Next, we define a process specialization function that maps a 
specialized ACP model to its supertype, called ACP specialization. 

Definition 2: (ACP specialization). Given two ACP models n = (2, V, R) and n' = 
(Z' , V' , R'), we define a specialization relation between nand n' by ACP 
specialization function PSn' -> n : Z' u V' u R' 4 Z U V u R u {E} such that ps is a 
total function mapping from each element in specialized model fl ' onto the element in 
n or empty element E. Note that we slightly abuse the use of ps to map from C'.S onto 
C.S where C' E Z' and CEl. 

3. Behavior-Consistent Process Specialization 

3.1 Behavioral properties of ACP 

We first classify behavioral properties of ACP models into intra-behavior and inter
behavior. The intra-behavior of an artifact describes how an artifact changes its state 
throughout its lifecycle. Here, we use a deterministic finite state machine to capture 
the lifecycle of an individual artifact. The inter-behavior describes how a lifecycle of 
one artifact depends on the counterpart of another artifact, and it can be represented as 
state dependency (via a sync rule) between artifacts. Then, we discuss about the 
soundness property of individual artifact and the entire process which is constructed 
by composing all of its artifact lifecycles. 

Definition 3: (Lifecycle). Let artifact class C, = (A" s,'ntt, S" S/) be in ACP model 
n. The lifecycle of C" denoted as Le" can be defined as a tuple (S, sintt, =» where set 

S = St U 5/ • sinft = St init , and transition relation => ~ S x Rt x Gt x S where 
Ri ~ n. R is a set business ru les that are used to induce a state transition of artifact Cil 
and Gt (guards) is a union set of state preconditions of each business rule in Rt such 
that each precondition references to a state of other artifact in n. 
Definition 4: (Sync rule). Given ACP model n , a set of sync rules between lifecycles 
of artifacts Cx E n .2 and Cy E n .2 is denoted as 
",(Lex' Ley) = (r E n.R 13(s"r,g,sj) E £ex'=> II 3(sm,r,g, sn) E Ley '=>}' 

Next, we define ACP lifecycle for describing the behavioral aspect of an ACP 
model consisting of synchronized lifecycles of artifacts. We adapt a state machine 
composition technique presented in [5] for generating the lifecycle of ACP. 
Definition 5: (Lifecycle composition and composed Iifecycle). Given ACP model 
n, two lifecycles L j = (Sj, stnit , =>j}, and £j = (Sj' Sj"it , =>j) can be composed, 
denoted as LimL!, into composed lifecycle £ c = (Sc' s~nit, =>c), where Sc ~ 
Lt. S x L j . S is a set of composed states, s~nit = (Lt. sinit, Lj.sinit) is the initial state, 
and =>cf; Sc x D. R x Gc x Sc is transition relation where Gc is a set of guards. 
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Fig. 3: An example ofa lifecycle composition 

Fig. 3 shows the composition between the lifecycle of artifact C, and the lifecycle 
of artifact C2• We attach label T/[g] to a transition to mean that the transition is fired 
when both the attribute proposition in the pre-condition of business rule ri holds and 
all state propositions (of external lifecycles) in g hold. We denote the counter state 
condition of CSx by symbol - Csx in the guard. Next, we define the lifecycle of ACP 
by using lifecycle composition. Given ACP model n, an ACP lifecycle of n, denoted 
as Ln , can be generated by iteratively performing lifecycle composition of every 
artifact in n. For both artifact lifecycle and ACP lifecycle, we define lifecycle 
occurrence to refer to a particular sequence of states occurring from the inil state to 
one of the final states of the Iifecycle. Based on this, we define a soundness property 
to describe the desired and correct behavior of an artifact Iifecycle and a process. 
Given ACP model n, and lifecycle L (of either an artifact class or n), a lifecycle 
occurrence is denoted as a = (sinit, ... , Sf) such that for every state SE a , there exists 
final state Sf E£. S and Sf can be reached from sinit through s by a particular firing 
sequence of some business rules in R. 

Definition 6: (Safe, Goal-reachable, and Sound lifecycle). Given ACP model n, 
lifecycle L = (5, sin", =» (of either an artifact class in n. Z or n), we define sets of 
lifecycle states 5 = £.5 U (£. sinit) and final states Sf", S. Lifecycle L is said to be: 

safe iff there exists business rule r E n. R such that r induce one and only one 
transition in L ; 
goal-reachable iff, for every non-final state s, there exists s in some lifecycle 
occurrence; and, for every final state Sf E Sf, there exists occurrence o-such that 
Sf is the last state of a ; 

sound iff L is safe and goal-reachable 

In the rest of paper, we restrict our discussion only to the sound behavior of 
artifacts and ACP based on their lifecycles (not the changes of artifact's data) . 
However, discussions and fonnal approaches to data verification can be found in [2]. 

3.2 Behavior consistent specialization 

In this section, we discuss the behavior consistency between a specialized ACP model 
and its base model when applying three different methods of ACP specialization 
introduced in Section 2.2: refinement, extension, and reduction of artifact. In object
oriented design approaches, the consistency of (dynamic) object behaviors between 
subtype and its supertype can be divided into observation consistency and invocation 
consistency. Observation consistency ensures that if features added at a subtype are 
ignored and features refined at a subtype are considered unrefined, any processing of 
an artifact of the subtype can be observed as correct processing from the view of the 
supertype. The invocation consistency refers to the idea that instances of a subtype 
can be used in the same way as instances of the supertype, More detailed discussion 



about object's behavior consistencies can be found in [4, 10]. In this article, we 
restrict our discussion of business process specialization to observation consistency 
(for both art ifact and process). On one hand, in the viewpoint of structure, it is 
ensured that the current processing states of artifact and process are always visible at 
the higher (abstracted) organizational role. On the other hand, to preserve the 
behavior consistency it is guaranteed that business rules added at a subtype do not 
interfere with the business rules inherited from its supertype. Part icularly. dealing 
with changes of synchronization dependencies between arti facts is a major technical 
issue of ACP specialization. Here, we consider ACP specialization for an entire 
process as the product of (I) the specialization of individual lifecycle Uifecye/e 
specialization) and (2) the specialization of synchronizations (sync specialization). 

Definition 7: (Lifecycle specialization). Let ACP model 0' be a specialization of 
ACP model 0 with ACP specialization pSo' ~ n. Given lifecycle £ = (5, sin", =» (of 
artifact in 0 or 0) and lifecycle £' = (5', sin"' , =>') (of artifact in 0' or 0'), we define 
lifecycle specialization relation between Land [' based on PSn' ~ n by liJecycle 
specialization (total)function is£, _L : 5 f U slnit' U =>' ---j. 5 U slnit U => U {E }. 

For ACP specialization method by the refinement of artifact class, a single state 
(or a transition) is refined into a set of sub states and sub transitions. Here, we define a 
fragment of lifecycle, called L-fragment, which contains a set of sub states and sub 
transitions for capturing the refinement, e.g., in Fig. 2, L-fragment 13 refines a 
transition of Invoice and L-fragment 11 refines the created state of Purchase Order. 
Then, we use liJecycle specialization function ls to project every state and transition 
of a fragment in a specialized lifecycle onto a state or a transition of its base lifecycle. 
Definition 8: (L-fragment). L-fragment of lifecycle £x = (5, sini' , =» is a non empty 
connected sub-lifecycle of Lx. defined as f£x = (5, =>, =>in, =>out) where, 

5 !;; £x.5 \ (sin") and =>!;; 5 x o. R x G x 5 !;; Lx. =>, 
=>in= Lx. => n (£x .5\5) x £X" => x 5» and =o0u,= Lx . =>n (5 x Lx. => 
x (Lx . 5 \ 5) are sets of entry transitions and exit transitions of f£x, respectively, 

- such that, for every state 5 in .e£x . 5, there exists a sequence of transitions from 
some entry transition in =>in to s and from s to some exit transition in =>out. 
Now, we apply L-fragment to the lifecycle specialization. Let lifecycle £' = 

(5', sinit' , =>') be a special ization of lifecycle £ = (5, sinit, =» by lifecye/e 
specialization [5[/ ~£. We denote a set of refined L-fragments that are used to refine 
£asl[(£' ...,£) =(f" f" ... , f y }wheref,(15 i 5y) is an L-fragment in£'such 
that fi does not exist in L. 

Fig. 4. Examples of L-fragments 

For example in Fig. 4, lifecycles (b), (c), and (d) are different specializations of 
lifecycle (a). Lifecycles (b) and (c) refine some transitions of lifecycle (a), while 
lifecycle (d) refines only state b of lifecycle (a). Next, we want to check whether the 



behavior of specialized lifecycle Lyis consistent to the behavior of its base Iifecycle 
Lx' It is understandable that if every lifecycle occurrence of L y , disregarding the 
states and transitions added by applying L·fragment, is observable as the same 
sequence as of Lx. then Ly is behavior-consistent to Lx. 

Definition 9: (Behavior-consistent or B-collsistent). Let lifecyc1e Ly = 
(Sy, s/nit, :::::}y) and lifecycle Lx = (Sx, sxinit, =>x) such that Ly specializes Lx with 
lijecyc/e specialization lSLy ..... Lx' and Sxny = Sx n Sy be a set of states that exist in 

both Lx and Ly . We ~ave Ly B-c?nsistent to ~x iff Vs i , Sj E Sxny, 3(s(, T, g, Sj) E 

=>x' VSk E Sy \Sxny, Si :::::}y Sk 1\ Sk =>y Sj where => is denoted for a reflexive transitive 
closure of=>. We also say that lSLy ..... L]/. is B-consistent. 

For instance, the Iifecycle in Fig. 4 (b) is not B-consistent to the Iifecycle in Fig. 4 
(a). This is because, in some lifecycle occurrences of Iifecycle (b), state a can reach 
state c (through state Xl) without passing state b; and, state a can reach itself via state 
X4 without passing state h. In contrast, we can see that isLe ..... La in Fig. 4 (c) and 
lSLd'" La in Fig. 4 (d) are B-consistent. Note that we can also apply B-consistent fo r 
the case of L-fragments. Now, we define L-fragment with a single entry and a single 
exit state as atomic L-fragment (AL-fragment) and show how it is considered for the 
behavioral consistency between two lifecycles. 
Definition 10: CAL-fragment). Given ACP model nand L:fi'agment i = (5, => 
,=>'n,=>ou,) of lifecycle Lx = (5,s'n",=», i, is called AL-fragment iff for every 
entry transition =>mE /. =>in, =>m is fired from same source state Sx E L. S\/. S; and, 
for every exit transition =>nE f.=>out , =>n is fired to same target state Sy E L.S\t.S. 

Theorem 1: Let lifecycle L' be a specialization of Iifecycle L with a set of refined L
ji'agments if(L' .... L), isL ' ~ L is B-consistent if, for every ii E ifCL' .... L), 

if tj refines transition Sx =>t Sy E L. => then t i is an AL-fragment; or, 

if fi refines state S E L. S then, for every instate Sx E L. S fired to S and for 
outstate Sy E L. S fired from s. Sx can reach Sy in some L-occurrences of f i • 

Revisiting Fig. 2, OjJline PO (with L-fragments i, and f,) and OjJline Invoice 
(with L-fragment / 3) are B-consistent to Purchase Order and Invoice, respectively. 
Next, we define B-consistent specialization for both an artifact and a process. 

Definition 11: (B-consistent specialization). Given ACP model n' be a 
specialization of ACP model n with ACP specialization PSn' ... n, n' is a B-consistent 
specialization of n iff lSc'n ..... Ln is B-consistent. Given artifact C' E n'.z be a 
specialization of artifact C E n. Z based on Psn' ..... n ' C' is a B-consistent 
specialization of C iff isL ' 

e ..... Le is B-consistent. 

3.3 Specialization of synchronization dependencies 

This section discusses how changes of artifact interactions (through their 
synchronization dependencies) affect the behavior of the process in their 
special ization at both the artifact level and the process level. We classify 
specialization of synchronizations into three methods: synchronization (sync) 
extension, refinement, and reduction. First, .lync extension is a method of 



synchronizing new artifact with an existing artifact without refining any existing sync 
rule, However, it is achieved by adding a new defined set of sync rules, ca lled 
extended sync rules, Second, sync refinement is a method to decompose an individual 
existing sync rule in the base process to a new set of refined sync rules in the 
specialized process. A specialized sync rule can be used to synchronize between 
existing artifacts or between existing artifact(s) and new (extended) artifact(s) added 
to the specialized process. Last, sync reduction is a method of removing 
synchron ization between existing artifacts. Fig. 5 shows an abstracted example of 
results after applying different sync specialization methods to the base process (a). 
More discussions on this example will appear through the rest of the paper. 
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Fig. S. Exa mples of sync specializations between artifacts 

The consistency of synchronization dependencies in process specialization means 
whatever changes made to the synchronization of artifacts the behavior of the 
composed lifecycle of such specialized artifacts must be consistent to their 
composition in the base process. Particularly, adding a new artifact into a specialized 
process results unobservable behavior of itself in the base process. Similarly, 
removing existing artifact from the base process in the specialized process can also 
have an impact on the behavior consistency. However, it is desirable that the overa ll 
behaviors of such base and specialized processes (with added or removed art ifact) 
remain consistently observable, For instance, based on our ordering process in Fig. 2, 
the Quole artifact added to the Offline ordering process should not interfere with the 
behavior of the Purchase Order, Shipping Order and Invoice arti facts and their 
interactions in its base ordering process. On the other hand, the removed artifact 
should also not impact the overall behavior consistency of the base process. Next, we 
define the specialization of the synchronization between two li fecycles followed by 
detailed discussion on how synchronization is consistently handled when applying 
each of the three sync operations. 

Definition 12: (Sync specialization). Let artifact Iifecycles L' C
X 

and L' c
y 

in 

specialized ACP model n' be a B-consistent specialization of artifact lifecycles Lcx 
and Lcy in base ACP model n , respectively. We define sync specialization 



ssn' ..... n (£' ex' £' cy) -+ (lcx. ley) : ({J(L' cX' £' cy) --+ cp(Lcx' Lcy) U {E} as a total 

function that projects a specialized sync rule between £' Cx and £' cy onto its base sync 

rule between Lcx and Lcy or empty element E. 

Now, in order to capture and analyze synchronizations between two lifecycles we 
extend the definition of AL-fragment of isolated lifecycle to atomic synchronized L
fragment, called ASL-jragment, between two lifecycles. 

Definition 13: (ASL-jragment). Given ACP model n, let L-fragment fCx of artifact 
ex E n. Z synchronize with L-fragment fCy of artifact Cy E n. Z via business rules 
R'Y"' E n. R. fCx and fCY are ASL-jragments iff both eCx and f CYsatisfy the property 
ofL-fragment and the following conditions: 

'Ir E R'Y", 'Is E pre_s(r, ex) u post_s(r, ex), s E fCx.S; and, 

- Vr E Rsync, 'Is E pre_s(r, Cy) U post_s(r, Cy),s E fCY.S. 

Based on the two conditions of ASL-fragment's definition, two ASL-fragments 
are restricted to include all possible reachable composite states when they are 
composed into a composite fragment (by applying lifecycle composition). It can be 
understood that an excluded reachable state (which is supposed to be included in the 
composite fragment) violates the atomicity of the composition. This implies 
unobservable (and incomplete) behavior of the composite fragment, Le., a transition 
in the composite fragment may lead to any external state and that transition (and its 
state) cannot be observed within the view of the composite fragment. 
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Fig. 6. Examples of the composition of synchronized L-fragments 

For example, Fig. 6 (d) shows the composite fragment of two synchronized L
fragments f'3 and f'. in Fig. 6 (b). We can see that composite (and reachable) state 
(S" ,S3) is not included in the composite fragment, while state s" appears in f'3' 
Furthermore, composite transition (S'" Sl) => (S'" S3) in the composite fragment leads 
to state (s", S3) which is excluded from the composite fragment. As such, we cannot 
observe the complete behavior of both /' 3 and f' 4; therefore, f' 3 and r 4 cannot be 
ASL-fragments. On the contrary, the composite fragment in Fig. 6 (c) between L
fragments i'l and /'2 in Fig. 6 (a) has no unobservable transition; thus, f't and f' 2 
are ASL-fragments. Based on the above discussion, we have that the composition of 
two synchronized L-fragments preserves the B-consistency if such two fragments are 



ASL-jragments, as shown in Lemma 1. This concept will be mainly used to check the 
E-consistency when app lying different sync specializations. 

Lemma 1: Let two ASL-fragments eex and eey be a specialization of eex with 
specialization function lS(lcx(Blcy) -t lex. eex is B-consistent to the composition of tel; 

and fCY . Analogously, the B-consistency is also preserved between the specialization 
of fCy and the composition. 

3.3.1 Sync extension 
With an extension of any new synchronized art ifact to the specialized process, we 
need to guarantee that the consistency is not interfered by the behavior of such 
artifact. This can be achieved by checking whether a lifecycle of an extended artifact 
can be completely composed within an embedded lifecycle of an artifact it 
synchronizes with, as shown in Definition 14 and Lemma 2. 

Definition 14: (ex-lifecycle and :0). Let lifecycle L' ex in specialized ACP model n' 
be B-consistent to lifecycle Lex in base ACP model n, and lifecycle L' ey of extended 

artifact C' y in n' synchronize [.' ex' We say [.' cy as an ex-lifecycle of £' ex if there 

exists refined L-fragment Ii E If(L' C
X 

..., Lex) such that £' cy has its whole lifecycle 

synchronized within.fi> denoted Ii =:J L' cy ' 

Lemma 2: Based on Definition 12, given refined L-fragment e E If(L' ex"" Le) 
synchronize with extended lifecycle £' cy' the composed lifecycle between £' cy and e 
is B-consistent to.f iff f ~ £' Cy and e is an ASL-fragment. 

For example, extended artifact A' 3 in Fig. 5 (b) has its whole lifecycle 
synchronized within artifact A' 2' This case can be explained in more detail by using 
Fig. 6 (a). We can see that L-fragment f', syncrhon izes with f', which represents the 
whole lifecycle of A'3 (.f /

l ::J A'3); therefore, A'3 is an ex-lifecycle of artifacts A'2 
and we have the composed lifecycle between .fll and.f' 2 B-consistent to e'l' One can 
question that what would be the result if an extended artifact is synchronized with 
more than one existing artifact. For instance, in Fig. 5 (d), where two existing art ifacts 
A'l and A' 2 synchronize with extended artifact A' 3' It is possible to see that the 
lifecycle of A' 3 is an ex-lifecycle of the lifecycle of A' 1 while it does not hold for A' ,. 
Based on Definition 13 , although the condition of ex-lifecycle is satisfied for the 
synchronization between A' 3 and A'l> however, it is not held for the synchronization 
between A' 3 and A' 2 ' Therefore, the result of iterative composition of such th ree 
lifecycles should not satisfy Lemma 2. 

3.3.2 Sync refinement 

Refinement of synchronization for existing artifacts 
We classify specialization patterns of the synchronization between two eXlstmg 
artifacts into two cases. First, one of two artifacts is refined while the other one 
remain unrefined. Second, both artifacts are refined. With the first case, the effected 
sync rule(s) of the refinement may have its state condition redefined on either the 
entry transition or the exit transition of an L-fragment. For the second case, both 
artifacts have their L-fragment refined. For example, in Fig. 7 (b), sync rules r /

l - 1 

and r' 1-2 are redefined for the exit transition of states sm and sn' For the second case, 
both artifacts have their L-fragment refined, e.g., Fig. 7 (c) and (d). Here, we define 



atomic sync L-fragment to ensure a consistent synchronization behavior of 
synchronized embedded lifecycles between artifacts. 

,., ,. 
Fig. 7. Sync specializations of existing artifacts 

For the refinement of two existing artifacts, we can apply the idea of ASL
fragments to check whether the refinement of these artifacts preserves the B
consistency of the base process. However, for single artifact refinement, we consider 
it as a special case since the refinement is applied on a single transition of one artifact 
not L-fragment. In order to make the transition to qualify L-fragment, so we expand 
its boundary to cover the source and target states of the transition. Then we can 
validly apply the ASL-fragments to check B-consistency. For instance, in Fig. 7 (b), 
we have an expanded L-fragment in artifact A' z, which consists of states S3 and S4 . 

synchronizes with L-fragment of A'z. 

Lemma 3: Let artifact lifecycles £' Cx and £' cy in specialized ACP model n' be B

consistent to artifact lifecycles Lcx and Lc
y 

in base ACP model n. Given L-fragment 

em refines transition =>t in Lcx and L-fragment en refines transition =>j in Lcy ' if em 
and en are ASL-fragmenls, then the composed Iifecycle of fm and fn is B-consistent 
to the composed lifecycle of =>i and =>1 (both =>i and =>j are considered as L
fragments with one transition). 

Refinement of synchronization for extended artifacts 
Now, we extend the sync refinement between existing artifacts to be able to consider 
synchronizat ions between existing and extended artifacts. Recall sync extension, an 
extended artifact can be considered as an ex-lifecycle of an existing artifact if the 
lifecycle of the extended artifact is entirely synchronized within such existing artifact. 
We can say that if extended artifact C is used to refine sync rule r, then each artifact 
that is synchronized by r must have C as its ex-lifecyc1e. For example in Fig. 5 (d), 
artifact A' 3 is used to refine sync rule rl (between A'l and A' 2), and it can be 
considered as ex-lifecycle of both artifacts. A similar case is shown in Fig. 5 (e). 

We now consider the scenario that has to deal with synchronizations for multiple 
extended artifacts, e.g., extended artifact A's in Fig. 5 (t). Similar to the refinement 
between an existing artifact and an extended artifact, here we extend the sync 
extension method and B-consistency checking to the synchronization for multiple 
extended artifacts by introducing transitivity of ex-Iifecycles. We say L' C

Z 
as a 

transitive ex-lifecycle of L' C
X 

if L' C
Z 

is an ex-Iifecycle of L' cy and L' C
Z 

is an ex

Iifecycle of L' ex. Here, we write f l ::J+ L' C
Z 

if there exists refined L-fragment 
If E lfCL' Cx ~ Lcx ) such that fi :J L' cy and L' C

Z 
is an ex-lifecycle of L' cy ' For 

instance, artifact A' 5 in Fig. 5 (f) has its whole Iifecycle synchronized within the 
lifecycle of artifacts A'3' and A' 3 is an ex-lifecycle of A'l; so, we have that A' 5 is a 



transitive ex-lifecycle of A' l' Now, we show how the B-consistency of the refinement 
for extended artifacts can be preserved in Lemma 4. 

Lemma 4: Let artifact Iifecycles L' ex and L' cy in specialized ACP model n' be B
consistent to artifact lifecycles Lcx and Lcy in base ACP model n, and let L-fragment 

fm refines transition ~i in Lcx and L-fragment fn refines transition ~j in L cy such 

that fm and en are ASL-jragrnents. Let extended lifecycle L' ex synchronize with 
fm or.en and a set of extended Iifecycles z ex synchronize with £' Cx' The composed 
lifecycle of all artifacts in zex. £' Cx ' .em. and fn is B-consistent to the composed 
lifecycJe of ~i and ~j iff'lL' c ! {e'i E zex},.em :::1+ L' c! A .en :::1+ £' C!' 

For example in Fig. 5 (e), the composed lifecycle of artifacts A'], A'" and, A' 3 is 
B-consistent to the composed lifecycle of A' 1 and A' 2 since A' 3 is an ex-lifecycle of 
both A'1 and A' 2 . More complicated case is shown in Fig. 5 (f) having artifact A' 5 

extended to artifact A' 3 which is used for the sync refinement of artifacts A' l and A' z. 
We can see that A' 5 is considered as a transitive ex-lifecycle of A' 1 and A' z; therefore, 
this refinement preserves the B-consistency of the base process. 

3.3.3 Sync reduction 
Based on the artifact reduction method we can remove an artifact in the specialized 
process model from its base process model. By doing this , all synchronizations 
between such removed artifact and all other related artifacts that synchronize with it 
are forced to be removed . We can see that the deleted artifact must be guaranteed not 
violating the B-consistency of the overall process. The deletion of one artifact should 
propagate to the removal of a part of lifecycle of other artifact(s) that it synchronizes 
with, i.e., if an artifact is removed, then the sync reduction is applied to all related 
lifecycles that such artifact synchronizes with including a synchronization that does 
not directly occur from such removed artifact. 

< ~~ '>~lJ 
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Fig. 8. Reduced lifccycles after applying sync reduction 

In Fig. 8, artifact A3 is to be removed in the specialized process. We can see that 
both L-fragments f, of A, and f, of A, are reducible L-jragments, and f, has its sub 
L-fragment (containing state 54) synchronized with L-fragment f3 of A4 • Such sub L
fragment in At and l3 can be considered as ASL-/ragments. The removal of artifact 
A3 does not only cause the reduction of .e 2 but also propagates to the reduction of .e 3 

as well. Therefore, we have.e3 reduced into reduced transition S1 ~l3 S3 in A'4 and 
all sync rules used within .e 3 reduced to reduced sync rule r' y for the synchronization 
between A'l and A'4 . Here. we recall the definition of ASL-jragment in order to define 
reducible L-fragment, reduced transition, and reduced sync rule of an artifact. 

Definition 15: (Reducible L-fragment). Let artifact lifecycle L' C
X 

in specialized ACP 
model fl' be B-consistent to artifact Iifecycle Lcx in base ACP model fl, and let 



artifact lifecycle Lcy of Cy E n. Z that synchronizes Lcx in n be removed from n'. If 

there exists L-fragment e in Lcx such that both lifecycles e and Lcy are ASL

/ragments, then e is a reducible L-fragment of Lex for Ley' 

Definition 16: (Reduced transitioll and reduced sync rule). 
Given reducible L-fragment ee, of lifecycle Le- for artifact lifecycle Le ,ee, can , y 

be reduced to reduced transition Si => lei Sj. where Si is the state entering to .eel 

and s} is the state exiting from f el . 
Given a set of reducible L-fragments Lre for removed artifact Ley. for every 

reduc ible L-fragment em in L" and for every sync rule r E ",(em, Ley)' r is to 

be (1) removed if.em synchronizes with only Ley and em does not synchronize 

with other L-fragment in Lre ; or (2) reduced into reduced sync rule rt where re is 
used to synchronize between transition =>lm and transition =>(11. if there exists fn 

in Lre such that.em synchronizes with .en. 

Lemma 5: Let artifact Iifecycle Ley that synchronizes artifact Iifecyc1e Ler in base 

ACP model n be removed from specialized ACP model n'. Given L" be a set of all 
possible reducible L-fragments for Ley and rre be a set of reduced transitions, the 

composed lifecycle of all transitions in rre is B-consislent to the composed Iifecycle 
of all L-fragments in Lre and Ley' 

3.4 Sync specialization and B-consistency 

Based on our comprehensive discussion on the three operations of sync specialization 
and their individual consistency and the B-consistency of ACP models , we now are 
able to define a complete consistency property of sync specialization. 

Definition 17: (Synchronization consistent or S-consistent). Given ACP model n' 
be a special ization of ACP mode l n with ACP special ization PSn' ~ n and sync 

specialization 5S(1:;1 ex, [" cy } -+ (Lex. Ley) , SS(!' ex' £' Cy ) -+ (Lex. Ley) is said to be S

consistent iff, Lemma 2 is held for ~ync extension, Lemmas 3 and 4 are held for sync 
refinement, and Lemma 5 is held for sync reduction. 

Theorem 2: Let ACP model n' spec ialize ACP model n with ACP specialization 
psn' ..... n, £1' is a B-consistent specialization of £1 based on ps iff, 

for every artifact C'i E n'.z such that C'i specializes Ci E n.z, ISL'c, ..... £c, is B

consistent; and, 
for every artifact C' x and e'y in n I, sS(£' £' ) .... (£ Cc) is S-consistent. 

ex, eJl eX' ]I 

Due to space limitation, proof is omitted. Theorem 2 has an importance of being 
able to assert the overall behavioral consistency between a specialized ACP model 
and its base model while only perform fragmental consistency checking based on a 
specialization, i.e., for an individual artifact and for only a synchronization between 
artifacts that is added, modified, or deleted in the specialized process. Notably, the 
model verification can suffer from the state exposition of compositional lifecycle if 
there are a number of artifacts having many states. Technically, we avoid the state 
space exposition problem by not composing all artifacts in the model. 



4. Related Work and Discussion 

The concept of business artifacts was introduced in [I] with the modeling concept of 
artifact lifecycles. Bhattacharya et aJ. [2] presented an artifact-centric process model 
with the study of necessary properties such as reachability of goal states, absence of 
deadlocks, and redundancy of data. Kuster et aJ. [6] presented a notion of compliance 
of a business process model with object lifecyc!es and a technique for generating the 
model from such set of lifecycles. Yongchareon and Liu [3, I I] proposed a process 
view framework to allow role-based customization and inter-org process modeling for 
artifact-centric business processes. In chorography settings, Van Der Aalst et aJ. [12] 
proposed an inter-org process-oriented contract with a criterion for accordance 
between private view and its public view modelled by open nets (oWFNs). Lohmann 
and Wolf [7] studied the generation of the interaction model from artifact-centric 
process models and used artifact composition to validate the model; and later, 
Lahamn" [13] proposed an approach to generate complaint and operational process 
model using policies and compliance rules. Fahland et a1 [16] presented conformance 
checking technique for interacting artifacts by decomposition into smaller problems 
so that conventional techniques can apply. Compared to our work, we also use similar 
composition technique to validate the overall behavior of the model; however, we 
focus on the fragmental behavior analysis for different methods of sync 
specializations (extension, refinement. and reduction). 

Schrefl and Stumptner [4] studied the consistency criteria of the inheritance of 
object life cycles. They proposed necessary and sufficient rules for checking behavior 
consistency between object Ii fecycles. Some works have attempted to tackle the 
specializations of processes using state diagrams [8], the inheritance of (Petri-net 
based) workflow [10], and the behavior compatibility (consistency) between process 
models [14, 15]. However, these works only focused on the inheritance of single 
object lifecycle or workflow model. We extend their study to the synchronization 
between lifecycles. aAlthough [9] claimed that a specialization of processes cannot be 
viewed and treated analogously as a specialization of a single object, their work 
mainly treated the behavior of a process as the behavior of a single (dataflow) 
diagram. This approach still lacks detailed discussion and analysis of how objects and 
their interactions are considered in a specialized process, while our work takes into 
account the specialization of synchronizations between objects. 

S. Conclusion and Future Work 

This paper fonnally proposes the notion of process specialization for artifact-centric 
business processes with a comprehensive analysis of the behavioral consistency 
between a specialized process and its base process. For artifact-centric models , not 
only a local behavior of artifact but also the interaction behavior, which is described 
by sync business rules , can be specialized. One main outcome of this paper is the 
formal studies on the conditions for preserving the behavior consistencies of both 
intra-behavior and inter-behavior of artifacts in a specialized process based on our 
three proposed specialization methods (extension, refinement, and reduction). In the 
future, we will develop an efficient mechanism and a prototype for the consistency 
checking based on our proposed theorems. 
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